Postdoctoral Position at IMIM Tumor Vulnerabilities
(Ref. 2030 - ARRIBAS)
_______________________________________________________________

The group of Dr. Joaquín Arribas is seeking for a Postdoctoral candidate with strong interest
in Cancer Immunotherapy. The researcher will join an exciting project to develop CART cells
against a novel tumor-specific antigen.
Team
Dr. Arribas has an outstanding record in leadership, being current Director of IMIM and
Research Director of PSMAR, Breast Cancer Program Director at CIBERONC and Director of
Preclinical Research Program at VHIO. He is also professor ICREA, author of multiple articles
of high IF (Science Translational Medicine, Cancer Cell, CA Cancer J Clin, Nature
Communications) and Principal Investigator in several well-funded projects. Dr. Arribas’s lab
has a wide experience in the study and generation of new cancer immunotherapies,
including CART cells, bispecific antibodies, humanized mice models, etc. His research is highly
collaborative and fully oriented to translational actions resulting in patents and licensing.
Place
The project will be developed at the IMIM, a multidisciplinary research center which is
located in the Barcelona Biomedical Research Park. This is an exceptional environment to
perform biomedical translational research, counting with the proximity of the best facilities
of PRBB (animal facility, sequencing, microscopy, etc.) and a close relationship with Hospital
del Mar. The access to patients and samples makes possible to give a direct application to
the best scientific advances.
Requirements
We seek outstanding individuals awarded with a PhD in disciplines such as Biology, Medicine,
Pharmacy or similar. We are looking for highly motivated and organized candidates with
good communication skills, initiative, creativity, capable of working in a group but also with
a high degree of work autonomy and interest to form students. Experience in animal models
and cell biology, as well as high level of English spoken and written, are essential. High quality
publications will be highly considered.
Starting Date and Terms
The position is available starting from November 2020 and represents a contract for 2 years,
with the possibility of extension. Salary will be negotiable according to the candidate
capabilities.
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Applications
Applications should be sent to Dr. Vanesa Nogales, (vnogales@imim.es) adding a CV and a
motivationletter indicating in the subject, “POSTDOCTORAL POSITION”. In addition, the
name and email of a contacting professor/s or researcher/s that know the candidate should
be provided. Pre-selected candidates will be invited for an interview and will have to prepare
a presentation summarizing their previous research.
Deadline: Oct 30th
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